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Representative
Of SBA Due
Here Dec.4

For those who are interested
In establishing a new business,
A representative of the Small the SBA representative will disBusiness Administration will be cuss the possibility of furnishing
In Paducah on Dec. 4.
financial assistance and advice.
The agency's part-time office
is located on the second floor of
the Paducah City Hall. It is open
on the first and third Thursdays
— The
PANAJI, India,
of each month from 9 a.m. until government teleP11011e office has
3 p.m.
turned att 90 telephones 'Matted
Businessmen who wish to de- to the Goa government for nontermine their credit eligibility payment of some $20.000 in back
for SBA loan programs are bills. Badly hit were the secreasked to bring a recent financial tariat, the police department,
statement or balance sheet of and two hospitals as well as two
the business and a profit and state cabinet ministers and the
loss statement for the previous .eoputy nuance secretory,
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anta Claus will be at Western
Auto Friday Nile, Nov. 28th
6 - 8P.II.
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r4ag the Riddles to see Saida!
•elect your Christmas toys now.tdrr'64
You •r• invited
to corn* in and
make your a.'Weirton. new. We
will put thorn
away for you
until Christmas
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WHITEWALL
TIRE SALE--GOODYEAR
Marathon Whitewalls
775 x 14
4- PLY

$21.65
(Plus FET $2.20

+yr,.

CORDOVAN
Jet Whitewalls
775x 14
4.PLY

$17.30
(Plus FET $220

•'•

CHAS. R. BENNETT
4th & DEPOT

1.1)1.,TON. KENTUCKY

It was the am of Ill? West Kentuckians to bring about
By BILL POWELL, Sun-Democrat Roving Editor
Farm Bureau favor of sale of lease of bases without regard to
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Nov. I9—A move by West Kentuckians
the controversial minimum acreage issue. In Kentucky, 57
to put the Kentucky Farm Bureau directly in favor of sales or
per cent of the burley growers have bases of a half-acre or less.
lease of burley tobacco acreage allotments was defeated during the closing session of the KFBF Golden Anniversary conFarm Bureau delegates were warned Tuesday afternoon at
the annual tobacco conference that it had little or no chance
vention
A motion to change the Farm Bureau stand on the con- to win congressional elimination of the minimum-acreage
troversial issue was made by Leonard Grief, president of the provision at the °resent time.
McCracken Farm Bureau.
The McCracken resolution called for sale or lease of burLeaders in the drive which fell short by a wide margin ley
allotments up to five acres within a county, with limitations
also included Henry Baumer Jr., immediate past president of
dealing with total acreage.
the McCracken bureau, and Leon loon, of McCracken. Those
It also asked that no base be required for beginning
siding with the McCracken delegates included Leon Chambers
growers.
and Noble Cox of Calloway County.
The resolution was branded as ambigius by Howard CleveThe resolution the delegates sought to pass would have
been one stating that the Farm Bureau favors leasing burley land of Henry County, a large grower. Bob Broadbent, of
allotments provided the acreage provision is eliminated.
Trigg County, new director of the Farm Bureau from the
Burley growers with tobacco bases of a half acre or less First District, said he thought the Farm Bureau should fight
are not subject to the periodic cuts made in burley acreage for passage of such a measure.
as a means of holding down production.
Cleveland countered with a claim that lease or sale of
The Farm Bureau favors "cross the board" cuts for all
and
bases would only bring about greater burley production
growers regardless of the size of their allotments.
new federal acreage cuts to the growers.
The Farm Bureau went on record today as opposing sale thereby bring
The debate soon developed into a small grower versus
of burley bases "as long as we are operating under the
the
large grower, but this aspect was denied by Federation
program."
present

472-2651

Lodging Tax Measure
Gains Added Support

Orange Bowl at Miami, Fla. Ai
the night of Jan. 1.
:
University of Georgia vs. tivarn;
yet unnamed in the Sun
26,
Dec.
Texas,
El Paso,
Alabama vs. team yet unnamoi
Teams were matched today to in Liberty Bowl, Memphis, Deco
play in college football bowls as 13.
Notre Dame vs. winner ot Arki
follows:
ansas- Texas game in Cotton Bow
Auburn vs. University of Nous- In Dallas on New yokes rayi
ton in Bluebonnet Bowl at Houston
New Year's Eve.
Trade At Home

Here's Lineup
Of 139w1 Games

West Kentucky Delegates
Fail To Alter Bureau Policy

Mrs. Cooper told an informal said following a luncheon enFRANKFORT, Ky.
—gathering of newsmen at the gagement with Mrs. Louie B.
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper,lgovernor's mansion that her Nunn at the mansion.
while saying her husband wouldihusband "would like to work She said she felt Cooper wantnot retire from public life inisomewhere," especially in gov- ed to complete his current term
1972, insisted Tuesday she did!ernment after he leaves the in the Senate because "if he
not know if he would run forlSenate. Cooper could never "re- campaigns for something, he
itire and sit on the beach," she.likes to finish it out." Since his
governor.
term runs through 1972, that
would eliminate him as a candidate for governor in November, 1971.
Republicans frequently talk
dreamily of running Cooper, a
proven top GOP vote-getter, for
governor In 1971 in order to
Carroll that the bill should be iii achieve two successive RepubliBy CARL MANNING
the form of erabling legislation, can administrations In Kenaunaemocrat Staff Writer
giving the cities the option to tucky for the first time In hisHouse Speaker Julian Carroll's impose the tax.
tory.
proposed lodging tax bill gained
Although acknowledging that
support Friday for the 1970 state A similar loiging tax has provlegislature from Rep. David Car- en successful in the city ol the idea of being first lady of
Kentucky "of course appeals to
Louisville, Carter noted.
ter and Sen. Tom Garrett.
The bill, which is presently Garrett, a 150 agreeing with me," she asserted that she
being worked on by Carroll and Carroll, said that he was "in probably had less influence on
his staff, will, in essence, allow general agreement" with the her husband than any wife has.
cities to impose a lodging tax proposal.
However, he refused to state "No woman who is interested
on motels and hotels.
state and country could
Amounting to about five per flatly that he would sponsor ,n her
feel enormously privibut
help
the
to
came
it
if
measure
cent, the tax would be paid by this
to be a governor's wife,"
the person using the rooms. Car- senate from the house. "I might leged
Mrs. Cooper said.
roll said this is the only way a want to see some minor changes
city can get additional revenue made in it before the senate act"Equally," she added, "I feel
without actually taxing its cit- ed on it," he said.
the same way about being a
Carroll's
that
noted
Garrett
izens.
senator's wife" as well as being
offers "a legitimate source
Commenting on the bill, Cat. plan
"with no title at
for cities." He point- Cooper's wife
revenue
of
said
that he "would
tar today
1968 state legi- all."
the
that
out
ed
go along with Carroll on the
Mrs. Cooper said her huspassed a bill which perbill." He said he realizes that lature
enact such a tax band "lives the Senate anti is
to
cities
mits
cities such as Paducah need advery Interested in foreign af"tourist promotion."
ditional revenue and this would for
bill, Garrett said, fairs"—an interest which also
Carroll's
not impose a great hardshij on
apparently would remove the has prompted rumors he would
the city's residents.
tourism promotion restriction
He added that he did not think from the tax laws and permit
a five per cent tax would be so cities to use the lodging tax revgreat as to drive away 'motel enue "for any purpose."
and hotel business.
Carroll said T,hursday that he
With feels that a city should have a
i
Insulate , Fleece
Car
definite purpose in mind for the
Lined — Rubber
revenue received from such a
tax. Ile also said that the
money should be divided between the city and county wit!'
Pair
the city receiving the greatei
share.
No. - Fleece $3.99 pr.
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Of interest to Homemakers

Fulton County News, Friday, Nov. 28, 1969

Wife'Says She Doesn't Know
Cooper's Governorship Plans

Star
uto Associate Fulton

sea

THE NEWS

fug year. This Information Is
necessary for Individuals with
established businesses.

take on a diplomatic job after
leaving the Senate.
But, on the other hand, his
"first interest" upon entering
politics was to be governor, and
"his heart is here" in Kentucky,
Mrs. Cooper commented. She
acknowledged that she herself
aas received many calls from
urging.„Cnoper to
run for governor.
While saying she would like to
live in Frankfort, Mrs. Cooper
said that "I like it wherever 1
am."
Mrs. Cooper said she was in
Kentucky to speak to the Farm
Bureau Wives Monday night
and to the Business and Professional Women's Club in the
Sommerset area

Mississippi vs. tosser of Ark
ansas- Texas game in sugar Bowl
on New Year's day.
Tennessee vs. Florida In Gator
Bowl in Jacksonville, Fla.-Dec.
27.
Penn state vs. Missouri in

HOME
SERVICE

TAKE
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G Idea Brown
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BY THE PIECE -DINNERS — OR BOX
LIVE A LITTLE

Call Us: 479-9082
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PRE - CHRISTMAS SALE

10-% OFF
On All Merchandise In Our Store
(Except Fair Trade Items)
All sales cash — or you may make a deposit
and lay-away for Christmas
ORMIA71011113RIMONIUNIUNIUNIDIORPRIPIRMINDINIUNIUMEIME

Santa Claus Will Be Al Our Store On
Wednesday

Direct from the growers to you via our
truck!

I

Nov. 26 and Saturday, Nov. 29.
1103140ASUISLIMENAUMUNICINEARIMIIISMRSIIIMINSMIS

DAVIS JEWELRY

ALLEN'S
FRUIT STAND
Mayfield Highway

Plumbing Service
479-2430

.11ARBECUE.

FRESH PRODUCE

Apples - Oranges.
Grapefruit
Tomatoes - Pecans

TIPWELL'S

Southern Village Shopping Center
South Fulton
Broadway St.

l

attiCciiiititEilifEllatEMENIENSUNWAIIIIIMMILIMMENNUNDIIN

BOOTS
$4.99

At All Three of Our Stores
Fulton, Martin, Mayfield

10% OFF
On All Mod Boots

20% OFF
On All Dress And Casual Wear

20% OFF

Youthful
Runaways
NEW DELHI
— Fiftyme missing children were recovered by New Deihl police
one night in 37 raids throughout
the city. Most of the children
were runaways from other Indian states.

Sizes7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
1. 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6

Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.

Shoe Cancellation Store
Fulton, Martin, Vanity Shoppe In Mayfield

INCLUDED IN OUR
HOLIDAY FEAST
Appetizer
Tender Roast Turkey

Meet your friends and enjoy your evening oui
at

/, LOUNGE
Friendly atmosphere and courteous service
You can dine and dance from
P: p. m. to 12: p. m.
Serving Delicious Food

On All Handbags

BLACKWELL'S

/SNERR/Ele D/AING 0

Dressing

•

Vegetables
Delicious Desserts

Choice Of Four Meats

$2.25
BUFFET ELEVEN UNTIL TWO P.M.
Dining out will make Thanksgiving a feast for all ... it frees mom
and
from the muss and fuss of preparations. Just leave everything to us
nowl
enjoy delicious turkey and all the trimmings. Make your reservations

With Herb Cathay and his mellow Sax

Toes., Thur. - Sat. Niles, Dec. 2.4 -6
LOCATED AT THE PARK TERRACE MOTEL ON US
45-E, SOUTH FULTON, TENN. RESERVATIONS AD.
VISED,

Salad

HIGHWAY 45-NORTH CITY LIMITS
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I UC Duplicate
Book Reviews
1 Winners Told Presented For
ii Mrs. Les Cirasfeder and Fulton Club
Mrs. Dennis &dig were in'first
plaos at (be Dillon City Duplicate FULTON,
-Mm.
i bridle C 1 u b meeting - Bertes Pigue,Kyprogram leader,
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Trade At Home
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six and °Ile" issisted by department mem.
• Mrs. Fred Williams and Mrs. bers, presented a program of
: Charles Davison were in second "Book Reviews" for the Drama
5 place, while Mrs. Robert Clen- and Literature Depart men t
5 deign of Martin and Mrs. Ray- meeting Tuesday evening at the
f mond Smith of Dresden were Woman's Club.
i third.
Mrs. Ernest C a rd we I I re1
Thursday afternoon t he r e
"Let's Work Together''
were eight tables in play.
by Nathan Wright Jr.; "But
North-South winners w e r e: viewed
'First, Lee Gnsfeder and Mrs. Daddy" by Toni Buck was preBedford Duna vent; second, Mrs. sented by Mrs. J. P. McClay.
Joe Campbell and Mrs. Elwyn "The First Circle" by Alexan2
E oAllmve
berr;g and
of third, Mrs.
Mrs.rsa.Brany
tl der Solzhenitsyn, was given by
Hickman and
Mrs. J. T. Nanney.
S A.J. Campbell of Dresden.
.'American Presidents"
.
by DaEast-West
..
winners were:
5 First. Mrs. John Black and Mrs. vid C. Whitney was the book re. viewed by Mrs. William Scott.
: Claude Botts; second, 1,/ r 3
?. Royce Barker and Mrs. Kenneth Mrs. James G r e e n reviewed
Z Fussell; and third, Mrs. Gene "Christy" by Katherine Mar•.- Hatfladd and Mrs. Dawson Had- shall, "The Generous Yea ' by
cliestoe ot Fulton..
Chet Huntley and "Ope ng a
Private Heart" by Chrigttaan
NEW CLERK-Preston 'Press' warren (right)
Jr., (left) while looking on were Charles Manes;
E 110 Degrees
was sworn in today as the new circuit court
(second from left), president of the °Won
MIAMI-Snails are unusually Barnard.
County
"Sons
death
Iasi
Agam-Daught
of
following
clerk
the
County
of
of
ers
Bar Association, and Circuit Judge Phil
obion
E bawdy. They can survive tern- Eve'' by Ishbel Ross
B.
week of Dee Ethridge, Administering the oath
Harris.
and
Jeane
"' peratures ranging from 48 to 110
of office was obion County Judge T. W. Jones
Dixon's
"My
Life
Propheand
degrees and can tolerate highly
cies," her own story as told to
luted water.
Rene Noorbergen, were reviewed
by Mrs. Pigue. All the books
reviewed were from the Fulton
Library.
There were 21 members and
two visitors, Mrs. Albert Copeland and Miss Mary Browder
Butler present.
Mrs. James Green, departBy Jim Emmons
ment chairman, presided during
The
annual payroll at The average farrilly income
for not only by the students and
the short business session.
University of Tennessee
at more than 1,507 families or faculty but also by the entire
Hostesses for the evening
Martin will put more
than 22 per cent of the number of area. Faculty members in fulwere Mrs. Robert Graham, Mrs
$4,350,000 into circulation in families throughout the county. filling their normal off-campus
Russell Rudd, Mrs. C. W. Fran. Weakley
Of the 1,024 persons employ- obligations in the community
County and its four
cis, Mrs. James Yates and Mrs surrounding counties
during ed at UTM during October, through church, school, and
Discount Prices
Charles Moon.
the 1969-70 academic year.
1969, 693
were considered civic functions contribute to
According
to "Tennessee full-time equivalent employees the vitality of the entire area.
We buy.sell-trade and
Statistical Abstracts
43 administrative,
1969," including
Recreationally, UTM
conRepair
the average median family in- 210 instructional, and 440 tributes
greatly to the lives of
come
for Weakley, Gibson, clerical and supporting per- citizens of
Northwest TennesObion, Carroll and Henry counsonnel. There were 505 part- see. The University's
ALL KINDS OF
footties is $2,893. On this basis, time employees of which 426 ball
GANGTOK, Sikkim
and basketball teams and
were students representing ap- the wide array
Five Tibetan refugees crossed It may be assumed that the $4,GUNS
of intercolproximately ten per cent of the legiate sports gives
into northern Sikkim with a herd 350,000 put into the economy
the area
at 79 yaks. Authorities said It by UTM's payroll will support entire student enrollment.
recreational opportunities
approximately 1,503 families
U-T Martin itself is a great
was unusual for the refugees
which not only appeal to the
or 3.8 per cent of the number economic asset to Northwest
local residents but also bring
to get away with so many of of
Gun shop, Sport Center
(unities in the combined
Tennessee through
expendi- many visitors to the area and
the animals which are so highly five-county
tures for goods and services.
area.
Carnell Wilson,
money into the economy.
valued by the Chinese who occuIn Weakley County
For example, $7,8 million has
alone
Owner
country of Tibet.
UTM's payroll will provide an
recently been spent for design,
C py the
materials, and labor on a vast
construction program on the
UTM campus. Much of this
amount is spent in the comPERTH, Australia
munity.
A recent estimate by the Other forestry workers were
UTM business office estimates showing 18-year-old Robert Widthat currently UTM has
350 dup the bushman's whiplash
telephones, uses 3,900,000 method of killing a snake-hold
sheets of writing paper, buys it by the tail, crack it like
a
8,070 dozen eggs and 144,854 whip and break
its back.
pounds of meat, uses 14,181,The youth tried with a dead
896 kilowatt hours of elecbrown snake four feet long. The
tricity,, 47,340,200 gallons of
water, 49,000 gallons of diesel reptile's head flew off and hit
fuel oll, and 4,000 tons of coal. Widdup in the face, imbedding
the fangs in his forehead.
Culturally, UTM is impor"I don't think I'll use the
tant to Northwest Tennessee. whiplash
method again," said
The resident faculty and staff, Widdup
after a night in the hosstudents, and visitors attending meetings on the UTM cam- pital under observation_
pus contribute richly to
the
NOME - Alaskans may soon
cultural life of the area. Programs in the fine arts- music, be drinking "bier" instead of
dramatics, and art - guest lec- imported beer. German interturers and other cultural ic. ests are planning the state's firs'
tivities at UTM are enjoyed brewery.
avaltitigiwbe
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"Computer- Crafted" Color TV Brings All The
Action Right Into Your Livingroom -

Economic Scope Of UTM
Importani-M-Local-Area

TING COATS
h'Thirts
NEW! ARVIN
RADIOS, TV
STEREOS

Refugees
Steal Herd

BROADWAY

Whiplash
Backlash

1.

Finding the perfect
decorating colors for
your home with

ACME
QUALITY
PAINTS

We have them now - the very newest
colors. Hundreds and hundreds of
deep, rich tones . . . luxurious pastels
. . . and 60 elegant whites to make
your rooms glamorous and exciting.

Colonial styling
..."fiddle-free"
color tuning!

ONLY!

*AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING

s498

*THE LARGEST COLOR TUBE
*ALL WOOD MAPLE CONSOLE
*AUTOMATIC CHROMA

AND YOUR OLD TV SET

WESTERN AUTO STORE
202 Lake Street
1
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Telephone 472-1774

1

Bring the Kiddies to see Santa Claus at our
Store Friday, November 28 ... 6 - 8 P.M.
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SPECIAL--5 DAYS ONLY
CASH & CARRY

PANELING sALE

NET PRICES

GOLDEN LAVAN.G.
297
SPICE LAUAN
ELM VINYL FINISH:;$s5;4Ezi$485
$3.65 SHEET $
OUR SPECIAL

One coat dripless

LATEX Fladoit-hotWALL FINISH
Specially priced

59g5p

Flows on smooth and easy with no spatter or mess
Dries fast with no painty odor. Great for walls.
woodwork and ceilings - in living room, dining
room, bedrooms and hallways Tools clean up with
water.

Fisitios-it SATIN ENAMEL
Matching Colors for kitchen, bathroom

Specially priced

695
gal.

Beautiful semi-gloss satin finish Dries overnight.
Can be washed repeatedly. Easy to apply.

•

.. 45

For Protection and Beauty!

ACNECX141/Arr
GLOSS OIL BASE
or LATEX FLAT
HOUSE PAINT
Specially priced 77
gp
Covers any exterior surface with a smooth, durable
coat that defies all weather conditions . . resists
fading, peeling and blistering. White and new colors
that are so much in demand now.

BUILDERS SUPPLY, Inc.
501 Walnut St.

3" Cut Finish$;
Reg. $4.25 Sheet

Phone 472-1434

MOULDINGS and NAILS TO MATCH
INSULITE CEILING TILE
Square Foot_

o0 3/

,

74

In Stock

HEAVY DUTY STORM DOOR
Aluminum
Our Price

$25,75

BUILDER'S SUPPLY,INC
501 WALNUT STREET

472-1434

1181111
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A&P Self Basting

16 To 22 Lbs.

Turkeys
th 550
Turkey Breast
890
Turkey Roast
990
Pork Chops "690
B
ih 790
Pork Chops
790
lb 790
Spare Ribs
Hamburger
590
I rozen

"SUPER RIGHT"

FULLY COOKED

Semi-Boneless

Mr.and Mrs. Benton Bone

The Bones Will Mark
Golden Anniversary
WATER VALLEY, Ky.,
Mrs. Bone, the former LOG
Mr. and Mrs. Henton Bone Annie McAlpin, is the daughter
of Water Valley Rt. I will cele- of the late Mr. and Mrs. D. Fl.
brats their golden wedding an- McAlpin.
niversary with open house at Mr. Bone who is retired is the
their home just off Highway 45 son of Mr. and Mrs. William
in Water Valley on Saturday, Bone who both died when he was
Nov. 29, All of their friends and very young. Mrs. Nettie Whitrelatives are invited to attend lock, an aunt, took care of him,
between the hours of 2 and S Their children are Mrs. Wilp.m.
lie D. Snow of Detroit, Mich.:
The Bones were married Dec. Phil Caronell Bone, Dearborn,
17, 1919 by the late Rev. Worn- Mich.; Henry Bone, San Diego,
bell, near what is now Stone's Calif., and Fate Bone who died
Drug Store in Mayfield. Their in May, 1983. They have eight
attendants were Lou Annie grandchildren and four greatOwens and Alfred Kell.
I grandeUldren

TV SET

l-1774

I our

N.

Sliced Breakfast

Store Packed

acon

WHOLE
OR HALF

WHOLE

Lean & Meaty

All Beet

OR HALF

3 Lb. Pkg. Or More

"SUPER RIGHT"

99

[8.

Lb.

1410 18 LB.

SMOKED
HAMS

WHOLE HALF
OR
BUTT PORTION

SHANK
PORTION

Lb.

69t

BEEF RIB
ROAST
4TH AND
5TH RIBS

Fresh

Cranberries

1 Lb PKG

PRICES GOOD THRU
Sat.

November 29

Jumbo 88 Size Navel

CHRISTMAS LINGERIE

ORANGES 10

GREEN GIANT

FOR

Niblets
GOLDEN

69

CORN

(ce
GREEN GIANT

Niblets

Fresh Daily!
JANE PARKER
12 OZ.
CANS

Pumpkin Pie

7•749-4.0"...gro.

97

COUNTRY
HAMS
VIRGINIA FARM BRAND

irM Cut

HAMS

LA CENTER, Ky. — Ballard
The closely fought contest saw
Memorial capitalized on free
throws by Ronnie Yates and the game tied eight times and
Randy Allen to pull out a 51-48 the lead change hands 11 times.
overtime victory over Hickman
Cairo Camelot's Elias and
County at the Bomber HomePatton $424 and 1 rnagect4v4k
siumingafeidity night.
ly.
Trailing by two points early
Farmington's season marker
Bombin the fourth quarter, the
Is 3-2 and will travel to Ballard
man
ers threw up a stiff man to
Memorial Saturday night to take
defense and stalled the Falcon on the Bombers.
5 36 33 Mt
attack. With 13 seconds left in Cali* Camelot
11 441 73 1113
Farinhiston
the game, Ronnie Yates hit a CALII0 MD—Clam 34. Patton 16.
7. Marshall I. White 4.
basket to tie the score 48-48. A leMaseliut
Cooke 1. 71111 1.
desperation shot by the Falcons FARKINGTON MCD — Sanwa 25,
Jobs's& & HOUTY. R. Smith 1.
missed to push the game into Saaltla
Adams 3. Ceeluotm. Dalt 23, Forrester
1. Samisseas I& Desald & Wright 4.
overtime.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED to attend
lingerie trunk showing at the HOLIDAY
Fulton, Ky. on FRIDAY the 28th of NOVEM
BER. Drop in for a cup of coffee and look ov
our lovely selection of sleep and lounge wear
We will be thers from 11 a. m.until 9 p. m. t
help you choose your Christmas gifts whic
will be wrapped free and hidden under
Christmas tree until time for Santa.

Boneless

PENNYRICH CONSULTANTS

A&P

SANDRA GOSSUM

Cranberry Sauce...2 c.
I -1-nbs. 49
Fruit Cocktail 29 oz.c...390
Oranges
4 ya`.,,)L. 990
tso.$IOO
3Cans
Yams
Pumpkin 22c8-cs)4 49c c
Reynolds Wrap.590
Coke Mixes 7 „,
d_2(,)iffis.
, $100
ahoy Liquid
Sultana

HAROLYNE HUDSON

Shamrock Mandarin

45

GREEN GIANT

PATSY CARR

KITCHEN SLICED

Green Beans
85

75

...a new
MUTUAL FUND
which strives for
appreciation
of your money.

A&P Or Miss Lou

<GREEN
GIANT.

P217/116

A&P

Heavy Duty

Betty Lou(Mrs. Charles) Thomas
410 East Drive
Fulton
472-3652

Wan

20 OZ.
LYES.

B

Pink Detergent

1 LB.
CANS

SAVE 10c

Shortening

Crisco
Dinner Napkins

SO-Ct.

3 Lb. Can

790

A94

Box es V
G
ala
3eOff Northern
Jumbo Roll 29
Towels
A&P French Style
P I-Lb.
Greee
Beaus...3 Cans $1
Queen Ann Maraschino
.0 Oz. Jar 39
Cherries
A,,,..,
5-Or. Pkg. 29c
Cocoanit
Sultana
Salad
Dressiegsv..:
394
A&P
'
Egg Nog ...... RL.Om 654 Philadelphia Cream

A&P Cream Chees

For free Booklet-Prospectus, call or write

JANE PARKER

Coupon Worth 10i

Coupon Worth 204
On 6-0s, Jar Instant

5-Lb. Pillsbury Flour

Maxwell House Coffee

Good Al A&P Food Stores
Good Thru Sat. November 29

Good At A&R Food Stores
Good T11
,
11 Sat. November 29

Regular Price WithOut Coupon

Regular Price Without Coupon

Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

Cheese

MOM

On 44 Off Lobel

Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
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Legislators Preview Task
Of Passing Farm Tax Law

Black Named
To Represent
West America

JOIN F. BLACK

SEE FOR
YOURSELF
and compare...

own/

CHROAAA(OLOR
the dramatic difference
you can see in color tvl
featured in all new 1970

23- glent-iscreirein
color tv console!

WestAmerlca Securities,Inc.,
has announced the appointment
ot John F. Bieck to represent
them in the Union City area.
Mr. Black entered the securities business with Eastman
Dillon Union Securities Company, trained in New York and
established his following In the
PhiladelPlila, Pa., office of this
concern. When he moved South
for his permanent home he was
associated with Courts and Cornpany until his recent appointment by WestAmerIca.
Mr. Black's business career, after his college days at
the U.S. Naval Academy, began
at Bethlehem Steel Company at
its huge Sparrow Point, Md..
plant. He followed the steel
business in this country
and
Canada as an operato engineer
and plant manager for n
ly 35
years.
While
with Kders
Company, Inc., in Pittsburgh, he
assisted in the development and
Mr. and Mrs. Clester Bradberry
was responsible for the sale and
installation of the first successful industrial machine for continuous casting of molten steel
into slabs at Atlas steels, Ltd.,
Weiland, Ontario.
Mr. Black Is past national
president and a life member of
the Association of Iron and Steel
CLINTON, Ky., Nov. 19—A attendants were the late Harry
Engineers.
A three-year resident
of reception honoring Mr. and Mrs. and Nanabell Henley, and many
Union City and homeowner, he Clester Bradberry of the Spring- relatives and friends were presreskies at 710 oak street.
hill community of H i c k man ent.
County was held recently at the Mrs. Bradberry is the daughAmerican Legion Hall in Clin- ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. H.
ton. It was the occasion of their F. Nunley and Mr. Bradberry Is
BHOPAL, India (AP) — A 50th wedding
anniversary. the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
barbed wire fence has been con- Friends and relatives
called be- W. M. Bradberry, all of near
structed inside the ICanha na- tween the hours of 2 and 5
p.m. Springhill.
tional park near here to protect
Hostesses for the reception They are the parents of Mrs.
dwindling
population
of
the
were Mrs. Jerry Bradberry, Ruscie Fields of Brentwood,
swamp deer. At last count the *Mrs. Neal Allison and
Mrs. Mo.; Clifton Bradberry, Rock
swamp deer population had fall- James Russell.
Hill, Mo.; Nancy Murray of
en from 98 to 70 in one year.
The Bradberry's were mar- Bowling Green, and the 1 a t a
Park custodians believe the ried Nov. 2, 1919 in the home of Sarah Lee Bradberry
who was a
deer are being eaten by the ti- the bride's parents with the late victim of a truck accident
while
gers that roam the park.
M. H. Whitson of Martin, Tenn. returning home from school.
who was pastor of Springhill They have five grandchildren
Baptist Church officiating. Their and a great-grandson.

The Bradberrys Mark
Golden Anniversary

Protecting Deer

The MONDRIAN • A4519
Modern styled console in genuine
oil finished Walnut veneers and
select hardwood solids (A4519W).
or genuine Pecan veneers and
select hardwood solids with the
look of fine distressing (A451 9P)
both exclusive of decorative front

The TINTORETTO • A4626
Mediterranean styled full base
console in genuine dark finished
Oak veneers and select hardwood
solids (A4528DE). or osmium
Pecan veneers and select'hardwockd
solids with the lookvet line
distressing (A4528P). both
exclusive of decorative Irom

415,
COLOR TV
REMOTE
CONTROL
SPECIAL
FlED

COLOR TV
giant 23 console

The CASSATT • A462004

t
ft`f7i,,L

4

-Early American styled console in
genuine Maple veneers and select
hardwood solids exclusive of
decorative overlays

zenith

CHROPNACOLOR
A revolutionary new color
television system featuring a new
patented color picture tube
outbrightens
that outcolors
antdetails
and outperforms .
every giant-screen color TV
before Chromacolor I
New Chromacolor
Picture Tube
The heart of the system is the
revolutionary new Chromacolor
picture tube. incorporating Zenith's
patented black-surround principle.
Where giant-screen color:pictures
before Chromacolor have been
made up of thousands of tiny red,
green. and blue dots on a gray
background. Zenith found a way
to reduce the dots in size, surround
them with let black, and for the
first time, fully illuminate each dot.
New Zenith Titan 90
Handcrafted Chassis with
exclusive revolutionary new
snap-in Solid-State
Dura-Module
combines Zenith Handcrafted dependability with solid-state advances.
Exclusive Zenith Integrated
Circuit Chromatic Brain
Exclusive new Zenith
COLOR COMMANDER
simplified color control
simultaneously adjusts contrast,

color level and brightness in proper
balance.
Zenith patented AFC
electronically fine tunes Color TV
instantly—even perfects your
UHF fine-tuning automatically.
Super Gold Video Guard
Tuning System
Zenith CHROMACOLOR—
the dramatic difference
you can Ifs in color TV'

306 MAIN
FULTON
TELEPHONE 472-3643

COW iv
SPECIAL!

-

The WENDELL • S21196W
Superb Danish Modern
styled compact console in
genuine oil finished Walnut
veneers and select hardwood solids with Scandia
styled base

Now get all 3
most wanted
features...
1. Space Command'
Remote Control
2. Color Commander
3. Zenith AFC

at one lowprieo

Now! Get both
AFC and Color
Commander
in giant ?Ar
Zenith console

Spti Wail'600 lark CAW

Weise Nov lad Cat fisemder
Simplified Col, Ceti
Now one control simultaneously
adiusts contrast. color level and
brightness in proper balance to
provide the most pleasing p cture
for any conditions in the room

bib Need AFC
FieturiviCull
• New Zenith Handcrafted
TITAN 90 Chassis
with exclusive revoluUonary.
new Solid-Stale Dura-Module
• Exclusive Zenith CHROMATIC
BRAIN Integrated Circuit
Demodulator
• Super Gold Video Guard
Tuning System
• Advanced GYRO-DRIVE
UHF Channel Selector

Roper Television
384 MAIN

FULTON
TELEPHONE 472-3643

The committee also voted to
eliminate the five per cent
motor vehicle usage tax on the
tranafer of ire tor vehicles in
cases in whili no money
changes h ands. The proposal
Would cover corporations which
change names as well as transfers within a family, which is
the only part of the matter previously supported by Gov. Louie
B .Nunn.
On the constitutional amendment allowing farm land to be
assesses for tax purposes at its
value for farming instead of its
market value, Luckett suggested consideration be given to:
— Identifying what property
Is involved: that is, its proximity to an urban area or interstate highway interchange and
what constitutes an urban area.
— Setting out how its value
as a farm Is to be evaluated,
whether by she, farm income or
to apply to "every taxpayer

Specially developed! .
Full Zenith
Handcrafted quality!
Exclusive
New Zenith COLOR
COMMANDER
)
gii SIMPLIFIED
COLOR

Now one controlCONTROL
simultaneously adjusts
contrast color level and brightness in proper balance to provide
the most pleasing picture for any
tight conditions in the room'
Zenith patented AFC
Automatic Fine-tiring Control

erecironically line tunes color TV
.nstantly—even perfects UHF
line-tuning automatically
• Zenith TITAN SO Handcrafted
Chassis
• Exclusive Zenith CHROMATIC
BRAIN Integrated Circuit Color
Demodulator
• Advanced Zenith GYRO-DRIVE
UHF Channel Selector
• Super Video Range Tuning
System
• Sunshine ^ C.ni, TV Picture Tube

Roper Television
306 MAIN

FULTON

FRANKFORT,- Ky.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has scheduled a news conference Wednesday.
Formal questions will be asked by Mrs. Elizabeth Spaudling,
Bardstown; Albert Dix, Frankfort; and W. E. "Snooks"
Crutcher, Morehead. All will
represent the Kentucky Press
Association.
Querying for the Kentucky
Broadcasters Association will be
Tom Butler, Paducah; John
Clark, Lexington; and Hal Mur
phy, Ashland.

TO - NIGHT
7. 7.

Thru
S-U-N-D-A-Y
Special. Limited
Engagement
DAVID 0SEI/NICKS..
MANGAN( I MIIGHEILS

TONE VIIM
THE MET

GENERAL AUDIENCE PICTURE!
Could he
make her
forget her
vows and
follow her
heart...

Wieneri
,of Tea
Academy
Awards

ci

ELVIS PRESLEY
MARY TYLER MOORE
'CHANGE OF HABIT'

('LARK GABLE
VIVIEN LEIGH
LESLIE HOME
OM de HALLAM)

•La'-.

A UNIVERSAl. PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR •
Open MONDAY Thru FRIDAY At 7 P. M. — I
- Showing
At 7:15 P. M. with 1-14r. Repeat! Continuous
Sat. & SUN.I

This Ad Good For South Fulton Store Only

CECIL'S
I BERTY4.

DR NKS.W1

Il
lehg.CSize Soft
oupon

TENN1E WEENIE

CREAM STYLE

2

Sold Faloat

CTRS.

(Plus Deposit)390

PILLSBURY

CORN
5 - 303 cans 89c
DETERGENT
Quart 39c

BISCUITS 3-8oz. cans 29c
HAMBURGER ground lb. 49c
FRESH

Country Skillet

Whole

(Fryer price not good after
Saturday, Nov.29, 1969)

Lb.

25o:

ARMOUR'S

ARMOUR — VIENNA

MEET
12oz.can 59c
CHERRIES 10 oz. bottle 39c

SAUSAGE
5oz.can 2k
CHIPS
twin-pak
4k

BA CON
SACRAMENTO

POTATO — LIBERTY

Columbia Sliced
46-ox. CAN

JUICE Tomato
3k
COFFEE 10 oz. jar $1.47

. CE

OLD FASHIONED — By The Piece

Turner Quality Ch
g2
ecGkallon

VAN CAMPS — 303 CANS

BANANAS
VOID AFTER DEC. 2, 1141

44c

STEWART

Pork & Beans 2 cans 35c
ICE CREAM 1/2 gal. 5k

Liberty toupon
DRINKS 2 ctns. _ 39c
With this coupon and $5.00
additional purchase. Excluding Milk & Tobaccos.

49

Fruit Cocktail 303 cans 25c
Lb. 3k
RAG BOLOGNA

FOLGERS INSTANT

LK

Lb.

SACRAMENTO

FESTIVAL

Nunn Schedules
News Conference

DETROIT
— Almaa
blood and fowl entraas were
dumped on military recruiting
material in the lobby of the University of Detroit Student Union
Tuesday.
A witness said six young;men
formed a line in front of the
Navy and Marine recruftese tables and dumped the blood and
intestines on the litemtur* and
posters on display. The i.,men
then fled.
Navy Lt:'Joseph Petlow was
standing nearby.

NOW SHOWING
Thru DEC. 2nd.

Children Mk

SPENCER'S MARASCHINO

JAMES E. McKEE
made by Owen Howell, president of the Baird of Trustees
at Bethel.
According to Mr. Howell, Mr.
McKee will begin serving his appointment the first of January,
but will not assume full duties
until June 1, 1970.
Mr. McKee, a 1948 graduate
of Bethel College, holds the
MA
degree (1949) from George Peabody College and has done additional graduate work at the University of Tennessee. He Is
currently completing residence
and course requirements for a
doctor's degree in Educational
Administration at Memphis State
University. His schedule calls
for the completion of all but dissertation requirements by June
of 1970.

who owns a cow near a city."
— Having a record made of
how much the market value of
the land exceeds its farm value,
so a ready determination could
be made on picldng ttp the
higher tax if the land ceased to
be a farm.
— How the tax burden Is to
be shifted, a result which Luckett said followed by "hard logic" if part of the tax base used
to support local government Is
eliminated.
— Perhaps having the person
seeking the tax break to apply
for it rather than to have
"blanket coverage" and perhaps to require public notice of
the application because of Ita
effect on other taxpayers.
It also should be made clear,
Luckett said, that the change
in tax assessments could not become effective Jan. 1, 1970,
since the legislature does not
convene until Jan. 6.

Admissions
Adults 21.23

FRyERS

The HARLAN •S2987W
Beautiful Contemporary
styled compact console in
grained Walnut color on
select hardwood solids
and veneers. 5" x 3"
Twin-cone speaker.
VHF and UHF Spotlit@ Dials.

695. 590.

Adjust color hues; adjust volume
to low, medium, and high; turn
set on and off; change VHF
channels left or right, mute sound.

James E. McKee,former principal of Oblon County Central
High school, has been appointed
president of Bethel College, beginning the first of the year.
Mr. McKee will succeed Dr.
J. A. Barksdale, formerly of
Union City, who became interim
president last January following
the death of the late Dr. Roy N.
Baker. At the close of the interim
period
on Jan. 1,
Mr. Barksdale will resume his
duties as Professor of Education,
a position he held previous to his
appointment by the Board of
Trustees as Interim president.
Mr. Barksdale served as superintendent of union city schools
from 1946 until 1948 and, shortly
after leaving Union City, became
Tennessee's Commissioner of
Education.
The announcement of the appointment of Mr. McKee was

FRANKFORT, Ky.
Many legislators appeared to
learn for the first time Thursday about the laborious Job
ahead of them in enacting a
law to implement the new constitutional amendment on farm
taxes.
But the Interim Legislative
Committee on Appropriations
and Revenue told the Legislative Research Committee
(LRC) to press ahead with the
study needed to draft a bill to
put into effect the amendment
approved by the voters Nov. 4.
Their decision came after
Revenue Commissioner James
E. Luckett told them of some
of the difficulties involved and
commented the legislature
might not be able to come to
grips with it In the 1970 sessions If the legislation were not
enacted until the 1972 session,
it could not take effect before
Jan. 1, 1973.
In reply to a comment by
State Sen. Romano Manton, DLouisville, that he should have
mentioned the difficulties earlier, Luckett replied the amendment did not have a high priority until after it passed.
In addition to discussing the
amendment question, the committee voted 10-7 along party
lines to recommend that the
LRC subpoena Initial budget requests of all state agencies for
legislative study.
The 10 Democratic votes In
favor of the proposai were tn
sharp contrast to the usual
Democratic opposition to very
similar moves by GOP legislators when a Democrat sits in
the governor's chair.
In the past, Democratic governors have succeeded in beating back such moves by GOP
legislators. Governors usually
prefer not to give out such
budgetary information so legislators will be in a less favorable position to take the document apart.

EZY - TIME LIQUID

Sensationally priced!

Specially developed!
Sensationally priced!

Roper Television

amed
VALUE SCOOP McKeeN
Bethel Prexy
OF THE YEAR!
*WI/

NEW 1970
_UM

Blood, Entrails
Dumped On Table
Of Recruiters

PECANS paper shell lb. 59c
PEAS
2-303cans
2k
GOLDEN RIPE Lb. 1
0
ARGO SWEET

FRIDAY, NOV.28 and GOOD Thru DEC.2. 1969
Llli6rfj'Coupon
50 —Trading Stamps— 50
SO—Trading Stamps.— 50
With this coupon and purwith 3 Pkg. Betty Crocker,
chase of 2 lb. bag of
t.1114114y Coupon

Stewart Pecans

Cake Mix

VOID AFTER DEC. 2t 1241

VOID AFTER DEC. 1, 1101

1111.1111
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now brings you a thrilling New Sound in Stereo!

EGHT

D-A-Y
Limited
'mind
1S PYOLUCT101.1 Of

CUt U.S

MTH
INF

ASTRO-SONIC STEREO
AIR SUSPENSION
SPEAKER SYSTEM

Elegant French Provincial—Astro-Sonic Stereo
Radio-Phonograph model 3724 has: 50-Watts undistorted music power, two high -efficiency 12" Bass
Woofers, all the outstanding fine performance features below; plus large record storage area. Also in
Mediterranean, Early American and Contemporary
fine furniture styling. 8398.50

t
i

:

li wo'inTnz •
Academy
AwArth.

ABLE
LIEU
MAE
#111,AND

... brings you greater "presence" and realism
throughout the entire audible range, with:

In Smoother and lower bass response
II Increased treble brilliance
II Improved balance between bass
and treble music

New Magnavox air-suspended speakers give vastly
improved sound reproduction! Front-projecting 1,000
cycle Exponential Treble Horns; and side-projecting
heavy-duty, high-efficiency Bass Woofers are housed
.441g4Ira'Priaile.siOght
Wow—speakers are completely isolated from their
environment; their cones literally "float" back and
forth for superb response. No distortion! No feedback!

Charming Early American—Astro-Sonic Stereo
Radio-Phonograph model 3722 has: 50-Watts undistorted music power, two high -efficiency 12" Bass
Woofers, all the outstanding features below; plus
large record storage area and concealed swivel
casters. Also in Mediterranean, Contemporary and
French Provincial styling $398.50

irtitotitiaqiiffilIMIMMON•

- -

efaceful Early American—Astro-Sonic Stereo Radio-Phonograph model 3822 with Air-Suspension
Speaker System, all features below; plus 50-Watts iindistnrtpri music power; two heavy-duty, high efficiency 12" Bass Woofers. Large record storage area and concealed swivel casters. Also available in
Mediterranean, Italian Classic and Contemporary fine furniture styles. $549.50

Magnificent Astro-Sonic Stereo surpasses all other achievements in the re-creation of sound

29c
49c

... it brings you the full beauty of music—with unequaled dimensional
realism from your favorite recordings, exciting Stereo FM, noise-free
and drift-free Monaural FM, powerful AM Radio, or optional
Magnavox tape equipment! Advanced, highly-efficient solid-state circuitry (no tubes, no damaging heat) assures lasting reliability. The
exclusive Micromatic Player banishes discernible record and Diamond
Stylus wear—your records can last a lifetime! Other superlative Magnavox

features such as two High-Efficiency Bass Woofers, plus two 1,000
cycle Exponential Treble Horns --with the equivalent efficiency of
20 cone-type speakers—provide truly breathtaking tonal purity and
enhance performance to bring you truly outstanding listening enjoyment.
Choose from a wide selection of authentic furniture styles, beautiful hand-rubbed finishes—even decorator colors. Fill your home with
the sound of beautiful music—and the look of fine furniture.

Space-Saving Mediterranean styling — Astro Sonic Stereo Radio-Phonograph model 3633 is only
38'A" long, yet incorporates all quality features at left;
as well as 20-Watts undistorted music power, two
high-efficiency 12" Bass Woofers, record storage area
and concealed swivel casters. Also available in Contemporary and Early American styling. $298.50

5C
29c
49c

90

is 25c
o. 39c

279°
Chairside Solid-State Stereo FM/AM RadioPhonograph—Mediterranean model 3413 brings
you wonderful listening from: 15-Watts undistorted
music power; two 12" Bass Woofers plus three 5"
treble speakers that project thrilling sound from all four
sides, and the Micromatic Player. Matching speakers
available. Also in Colonial and Contemporary.

$19990
Charming Early American—Astro-Sonic Stereo
Radio -Phonograph model 3652 has all the superb
performance features below, plus 30-Watts undistorted music power, two high -efficiency 12" Bass
Woofers and large record library space. Also select
from authentic Mediterranean, Contemporary and
Italian Provincial fine furniture styles. $349.50

Four-Speaker Custom Stereo System--radiophonograph model 9251 will let you thrill to glorious
Stereo FM, noise-free and drift-free Monaural FM,
long-range AM radio, or records. Precision player lets
your records last a lifetime. Just one of many
Magnavox solid-state custom stereo systems to please
any ear, suit any budget--priced from $119.90.

Space-Saving Solid -State Stereo—Colonial
model 3011 outperforms many higher priced consoles. It has 20-Watts undistorted music power, four
speakers, precision player that lets your records last a
lifetime. Detachable legs permit use on tables,shelves,
or bookcases. Also in Contemporary or Mediterranean.
With Stereo FM /AM Radio-8219.50

96950

See a complete selection of Magnavox Stereo Consoles priced from only...

. 59c
29c

2.1969

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By-Pass Fulton, Kentucky

rocker.

•
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Cotton Velvet:

_A naturatgor

CHAINED VELVET-Rose-colored cotton velvet is Cinderella's choice for a grown-up looking party dress with shaping
and seaming. A gold body chain reflects the warm velvet
color, and tapered sleeves are formed with a hint of a crown
at top.

ON THE BEAM: Modern
music has taken a tune for the
worse . . the man who always
speaks his mind soon finds no
one to speak to . . . when a
woman agrees with you, it means
she hasn't started thinking about
the subject.-Gene Gasiorowski.

EAGER BEAVER: My dad
used to work 12 hours a day.
I work only 8, but I take 4
hours getting to and from work
every day . . . the only thing
getting any longer on woolen's
clothes seems to be the shoulder
straps. - Wilfred Beaver.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
A-WEEK 7 to 11
OPEN ALL DAY ON
THANKSGIVING DAY

CIGAF,ETTES BEER
SIX PACK

$247 8
nir

•,•

Fulton's Only Con%enience
Store With
RED CARPET• SERVICE

G it-

Go

HARVEY and MARY JEFFREY
PHONE 472-1821

46-51 BY-PASS

floliday Mar

Holidays and cotton velvet
just naturally go together . . .
and this Christmas, velvet
dresses are the going thing for
party-bound girls of all sizes
and ages.
With grown-up looks and
grown-up ideas prevailing in
children's wear, the generation
gap has narrowed in fashions.
As a result, what's party-fair
for big sister is ditto for little
sister, too.
Cotton velvets and velveteens touched with lace are big
in both categories. In some,
the velvety look goes demure
with high-necked dresses characterized by pleated lace collars and long puff-y sleeves. In
others, the look is more sophisticated with simple styling set
off by gold body chains that
reflect the warm velvet colorings.
Shapes with closer-to-thebody fit include dropped
waists, simple Mines, and natural waists that are belted,
sashed or bowed.
Even the pantsuit look for
party time is carried over into
little girls' holiday styles. Here,
however, the age difference is
reflected in the styling. Pantsuits for the very young retain
a more feminine mood with
wide lace cuffs on straight-leg- DEMURE - Glowing cotton
ged pants that match the cov- velveteen with its flattering
shadowy surface makes a
ering dress.
Bright reds, blues, and mid- youthful holfday party dress
night black are favorite colors By Emma Domb, it's styled
for the sumptuous holiday vel- with a high-necked lace collar
and long puffy sleeves.
vets.

MSU Budget Set
For State Review
MURRAY, Ky., Nov. 21-Murray State University's proposed
budget for the next biennium includes state appropriation requests of $12,489,980 for 1970-71
and $14,371,592 for 1971-72.
Submitted to the state Council
on Public Higher Education for
review in Frankfort Friday, the
requests are part of a total
budget amounting to $18,558,700
for 1970-71 and $20,685,900 for
1971-72.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, university president, said approval of
the budget request "will enable
Murray State University to accomplish it responsibilities during the next biennium."
Following the council's review,
the budget request will be forwarded to the state department
of finance and to the governor
for use in the preparation of a,
state general fund biennium
budget for consideration by the
1970 legislature.
State appropriations to Murray State for the current biennium are $6,214,220 for 1968-69
and $8,152,050 for 1969-70. Total
budgets for the two years are
$13,237,489 and $14,263,230.
Estimated income from fees
and auxiliary enterprises a r e
added to the state appropriations to provide a total income
picture for each biennium year.
Dr. Sparks r oted that the
budget request is based on a
projected enrollment increase of
5 per cent for each biennium
year. The average annual full.
time-equivalent enrollment increase each fall of the five-year

THIS IS NOT A SALE JUST EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
INIIIN MINI MN MN NM

Whirlpool Clothes Dryer
3 - Position Recliner
5 - Pc. Dinette with 8-inch leaf

$129.95
_ 44.95
39.95

Therapedic Mattress and box Spring:
312 coils of tempered steel

29.95

Bunk beds complete (3 - inch stock)

99.95

Baby bed complete

34.95

Swivel Rockers

44.95

RCA Color Television _

v ae•taaraa

_ 529.95

(This is one of the best models RCA has to offer. Early American
console cabinet in Maple finish — 23-inch screen — automatic fine
tuning - just an everyday good buy on one of our overstocked items.)

COMPARE OUR PRICES — QUALITY — SERVICE

TWIN CITY FURNITURE CO.
Fourth and Kentucky Ave.
Phone 472-1012
FULTON, KENTUCKY 42041

period from 1965 through 1969
has been 7.8 per cent at Murray
State.
_ He said the "changing face"
of the university points up the
necessity for budget increases
and made specific mention of
the need to compete salarywise
to attract and to retain competent faculty, especially those
with doctoral degrees, and the
higher debt ser vice expense
brought on by several campus
construction projects.
"More than 54 per cent of the
student enrollment is now at the
upper division and graduate levels," he explained. "This changing enrollment pattern necessitates a more highly trained faculty than in former years."
He said salary levels figured
In the budget for faculty are
based upon the median salaries
of comparable "benchmark" in.
in North Carolina and
the seven states which border
Kentucky.
Debt service estimates h a ve
nearly tripled, he emphasized,
in the span of time between
preparation of the last two biennial budgets. Total debt service in 1968-69 was $755,733 and
in 1969-70 is $757,393-cornpared
to requests for the coming biennium of $1,988,578 and $1,922.737.
He listed four projects which
he said attribute to the higher
debt service-a seven-story general classroom building, an 11story addition to the fine arts
building, an academic -athletic
complex, and a general services
building.
"Buildings to be completed before the end of the next biennium also contribute to a higher
operational and maintenance expense for physical facilities," he
continued.
Dr. Sparks listed these other
factors involved in the proposed
budget increase:
-Need for improved student
services in areas such as health,
library, a university ombudsman, counseling, and an expanding computer center.
-More faculty personnel to
provide for enrollment increases and to reduce the faculty.
student ratio, particularly at the
upper division and graduate levels.
-Higher costs for equipment,
instructional materials and services.
-Loss of revenue because of
reduction in the number of outof-state students.
He said health service personnel at the university will be
doubled to include two physicans
and four registered nurses.

AMOR
rem;
& MINOR, TOO
By GORDON M. OUAINSTIOM
A fellow in Highland Park,
Ill, tells about hearing a banging
on his front door at 7:30 a.m.
The little next door boy was
there asking if his son could
come out to play
"He hasn't had his breakfast
yet," the man replied,"hui
do you pound on the door?
Why didn't you ring the bell?"
The youngster said,"My mother
told me not to be ringing your
doorbell at this hour of the
morni ng.
• ••
Short Pomc: A middk-aged
man is easy to spot', thinning
on top and growing a pot.
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GENE GEMS: Then theie's
the big stteepman who has% bite
wool tiresonhiscar . . a friend
of mine was hooked on deep
sea fishing for years but finally
kicked the halibut. - Gene
asioroeski. •

Bay's Family Shoe Store

* • •

Fallon, Ky.

Lake Street

E.4GER BEAVER: Show me
someone who gives large sums
of money to earthquake reshoe, you a man
search, and
who's generous to a fault . . .
panic is when you kiss the poise
goodbye.-Wilfred Bemer.

HOLIDAY SPECIALS
_ at your
Family Shoe Store!

• • •

Classified ad in San Francisco
Progress: "Small clean sleeping
room with closet for sober man
on Valencia near 22nd." Herb
Caen of the S.F. Citron. says,
"Good thought. Nobody wants
a drunk in a closet.* ••

FRANK ELY SPEAKING:
That guy who posed for Rodin's
famous statue was just doing
his think .. . for es cry gal who
wishes for that schoolgirl complexion there's a guy who longs
for that schoolboy diges:ion.
- Don I. Frankel.

FOR MEN

FOR WOMEN

Several of our better shoes
reduced. Some work shoes &
boots plus dress styles andloafers

Shies in every category reduced. Dress - Casual - Flats
loafers. Values to $17.00

$8.90 to $13.90

$6.90 to $9.90

Children:
Special Groups of Boys & Girls - $3.90 & $4.90

• • •

MINOR THOUGHTS: Is a
dwarf chrystanthem a minimum?
. TV talk shows enable people
with nothing to say to talk to
lotta people who aren't listening.- Bob Boehm.
•••

(Not all sizes: Not Entire Stock)

CA

'SAVE
on

FIRE PREVENTION: Get
rid of paper stored near stoves
or furnaces . . . clean out that
cluttered closet where spontaneous combustion could start a
blaze . . don't overload electrical circuits. And, says the
Allstate Safety Crusade, always
keep a working fire extinguisher
handy in your home.
A TRAFFIC POME
Instead of slowing in the rain
Tom drove even faster;
He's held together now with
lots of wire and much, much
plaster.
- Brent Stark.
•• *

FAMILY
SHOES

I FIE FUNNY PAPERS
0%u 800 species of native
iolent, hot-tempered w oman
and naturalized trees grow wild
in the United States. -Sturgis
Daily Journal.

ci

We believe in happy feet . .
with-it styling, long-wearing
comfort and money-saving value.
Save on shoes now . . . and give
the whole family happy feet.
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ROOM -SIZE RUGS

At
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Cot
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SW

8 ft., 6 in. x 11 ft. 6 in.
100% Rayon Pile

$16"
Sateguaml
SOAP
Complexion Size

3for49t
GIFT WRAP
6-Roll Pack, 180 Sq. Ft,

98c

LADIES

Dress Casuals
Sizes 4 to 10

$246
MEN'S
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PAJAMAS
— Permanent Press
— Sizes A,B. C. D.
— Large Selection!

$399
P. N. HIRSCH at CO
3Roll Pack
7 1/2 Ft.

49c

615 Broadway

South Fulton, Tenn.

Open 8:30-6: Mon-Thurs; 8:30-8:Fri-Sat.

EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION .ALWAYS

AMMO.

i9
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Rate Hike Allowed For Auto
Property-Damage Policies
FRANKFORT, Ky.
companies writing 40 per cent Eastern Kentucky. Affected by
The state Insurance Depart- of such policies in the state.
the action are 210 firms belongcent
per
ment has granted a 5.5
The new hikes apply only to ing to the Insurance Rating
increase in automobile prop- passenger cars and do not af- Board.
erty-damage liability rates to fect bodily injury or medical
Preston estimated the new
benefits.
rates would yield $732,000 a
The only geographic excep- year extra for the companies.
tion in the new set of rates is
Earlier this year the board
a minor reduction for Eastern asked for an annual across-theKentucky counties.
board increase of 8.7 per cent
Commissioner Robert Preston for property-damage liability.
The Insurance Department
A South Fulton man who be- said Thursday that the incame a father for the first time creases will become effective said it denied that request beonly two weeks ago was killed Dec 3, as will the decreases in cause investment income reabout 2:30 Thursday afternoon
ceived by the firms from their
when the truck he was driving
policyholder money had not
truck
on
collided with another
been considered in the filing.
Highway 22, between Martin
and Dresden, at the intersection
Preston said the difference
of the Adams Chapel Road four
between the rates requested
miles east of Martin.
and these granted was due to
'The fatality was identified as
Roaald Lee House, 23, an
Fire of undetermined origin the investment-income factor.
As for collision coverage, the
employe of the Weakley Count' struck the Greenfield plant of
Farmers Co-op at Martin, who Collins Industries late Sunday companies already had receivwas reported en route to Palm- afternoon, leaving behind as much ed an increase of 8 per cent a
°ravine with a load of feed. as $750,000 in damage. A plant year in that class last June.
His truck collided with another spokesman said that when loss
The bulk of the new boost aftruck, owned by the City of Mar- of business was added on, the
tin, and two eraployes of the city blaze would cost the company fects autos driven by a husband
were injured and taken to a Mar- in excess of $1,000,000.
and wife with no drivers under
tin hospital. The men were idenGreenfield Fire Chief W. H. 25 when cars are used mainly
tified as Arnold Bonnash and Dudley said the first alarm was for pleasure.
Max Day. Information regard- received about 4:45 p.m. Sunday
The basic minimum coverage
ing how the accident occurred when a passerby noticed smoke
and the condition of the two in- Pouring from the rear of the Is $10,000 maximum per person
and $20,000 per accident for
jured men was not available building.
The Greenfield Fire Depart- bodily injury—plus $5,000 maxitoday.
Services for Mr. House will ment answered the alarm and mum for property damage in a
be held at 2 p.m. Saturday in was joined around 6 p.m. by single accident.
the Cuba, Ky., Baptist church. units from Bradford, Sharon,
The Rev. Charles Nelson will Dresden and McKenzie. The
officiate and burial will be In neighboring departments reMINOR NOTES: Is a Hong
Cuba
Cemetery with Jackson mained on the scene until the
Funeral Home of Dukedom
in blaze was under control shortly Kong cashier aChinesecheckafter 9 p.m. The Greenfield et?. asks Don Frankel...and
charge.
He leaves his wife, Mrs.Sher- firemen had a pumper and crew Romain C. Brandt says life isn't
ri Wiley House; his infant son, still on the site at noon today as a boy.] of cherries but a bunch
Brad Dwain House; his par- the debris was still smoldering of raisins—raisin' kids and
ents, Martin Lee House and Mrs. and small blazes were flaring up raisin funds to meet the bills...
Ed Whittington, both of Detroit, in the midst of the burned-cut
Delf011 graffito: "Jog backMich.; three brothers, Allen .ert;u0I4
isn't it
Clayton E. Lockhart, vice wards and get fatHouse, Bobby House and Norman House, all of Detroit; three president of the electronicsfirm, about time for your annual densisters, Mrs. Roy Collier of said halt of the facility was burn- tal checkup and your scheduled
Martin and Mrs. Ed Berry and ed to the ground and that the rest eye examination . . . too many
Miss Bonita House, both of of the plant suffered heavy smoke people put off their physical
Detroit, and his paternal grand- damage. Fire Chief Dudley es- checkups, etc., until far too
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest timated the size of the burned- late
.
out builrline at 100 by 200 feet.
House of Martin,
Sler'

Wreck Fatal
To SF Man

Costly Fire

MOONWATCHERS — Registering as official
guests of NASA are (left to right): Rita McDaniel, Mayfield, Ky., Bear Creek Girl Scout
Council; Maureen Tollefson, Hausa, Neb.,
Prsuie Hills Girl Scout Council; Mary Dry-

In Greenfield

den, Anniston, Ala., Cattaquilla Girl Scout
Council and Roxanne Miller, Iowa City, Iowa,
Cardinal Girl Scout Council, who viewed the
Apollo 12 launch at Cape Kennedy, Fla.

Girl Scouts View Apollo Launch
CAPE KENNEDY SPACE
CENTER, Nov. 18—Miss Ritt
McDaniel of Hillcrest, Mayfield
has arrived home from Cape
Kennedy, Fla., where she wai
one of 130 Girl Scouts whc
viewed the Apollo 12 launch as
special guests of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
"It was the greatest experience of my short lifetime," said
the local Senior Girl Scout. In
addition to the excitement of

watching the launching of Amer- they didn't even notice the
ica's second manned trip to the "Florida dew." It was a great
moon, the girls were thrilled to day for the 17-year-old, and she
have had the honor of occupy- says the opportunity to particiing the VIP "bleachers" in the pate in this wonderful event has
NASA viewing area only a few made her "prouder than ever to
feet away from President Nixon. be a Girl Scout."
Miss McDaniel was selected
The President expressed his
pleasure at seeing "so many, for this honor by Bear Creek
good patriotic youngsters," such Girl Scout Council in recognition
as the Girl Scouts and the rep- of her enthusiastic devotion to
resentative of other NASA-in- Girl Scouting. She was a housevited youth groups who were as- guest of one of the many Girl
signed seats on either side of Scout families in the Cape Kenthe presidential party. Mrs. Nix- nedy area who volunteered to be
840.1100
.
eloweeeleglielkelleeernella on, honorary president of the host to the young visitors duni g
Girl Scouts of the U.S.A., was their three-day Florida visit.
especially pleased to have Girli Other trip highlights included a
Scouts as her viewing neighbors special five-hour NASA tour of
at the launch as was daughter, the Kennedy Space Center and
Tricia, herself a former Girl a series of host-family parties
where the girls met sister scouts
Scout.
Miss McDaniel reports that in from all areas of the U.S.A.
DRIVERS NEEDED
the tense half hour before the
Train NOW to drive semi launch the girls, in
the scout tratruck, local and over the road.
dition, joined softly in the singYou can earn over $4.00 per
ing of patriotic and Girl Scout
hour, after short training. For
songs, and their voices were
interview
and
application,
call (615) 242-3439, or write background accompaniments tc
Safety Dept., Nationwide Sys- a number of TV interviews of
tems, Inc.. 404 Arlington Ave., the presidential party and to the
NASA announcements on the
Nashville, Tennessee.
progress of the Countdown. The
girls' excitement over theirPUBLrC SALE
closeup view of the historic
At The Vacant Garage of Mr. launch was heightened when the
and Mos' `t• T. Puckett le —Igliesicleff sent a s,,e!etEt leTyice'111111•V
Dukedom, TOM. on Hwy. Ill man to tell the Girl Scouts how
SAT,. NOV. 29, — 9:30 A. M.
much the President had enjoyed
I Cold Spat refrigerator, I frig- their singing.
daire electric range, 1 Ken.
Although launchday downpours
more electric range, 2 Dinette
suits. chairs, 1 Set Club alum- drenched the youthful visitors,
inum cookware, Recliner chair
Couch-Hospital Bed (like new),
Chifferobes, dressers, 1 Roll away and day bed, 1 Lot Cafee Tables, end tables, AssfortAsso
nnot of lamps,
rtment of
electric appliances, 1 Lot cookLEXINGTON, Ky.
ware, 1 Lot linens, 1 Lot Pil- grow of 25
Kentucky burley to.
lows, quilts, 2 Bedroom suites, bacco farmers angered
by anti1 Lot iron beds, 1 Lot dishes, cigarette commercials on teleBox Springs-Mattress, 3 Radios vision plans to file a multi-mil- Record Player,
2 Metal lion dollar lawsuit next week
tables, stools, 1 Metal type against all three major netwater table, 1 Vanity, 2 Tele- works— NBC, CBS and ABC,
Robert Odear, attorney repre.
phone gossip benches.
senting the farmers, said FriANTIQUES
r t pairaiannt
tiffis
ni will
.
2 Oval top trunks (large, small) (lay nuithtt tthheatcothue
1 Wood bed, Butter mold - 2 tions against
the three networks
Matching Lamps, Cow Bell - to "restrain them from broadBottles. Marble Top Dresser casting false and scurrilous ad.
(pink) 2 Oak Dressers, Churns, vertisements directed at the deDashers, Dishes, 1 Lot old struction of the tobacco Indus"
Books, Iron Skillets, 1 Lot try.
While no specific amount of
dated fruit jars, 2 Double Barren Shotguns (with hammers), damages was announced, Odear
1 Assortment of hand tools, said the growers would ask for
"several million dollars,"
Stone Jars, Jugs, 1 Lot PicHe added, "These ads say
ture frames, What-Nots-Large 'cigarettes are killers,'
but noMirrors, 1 Lot Cut, Art, Car- body's ever proven that ciganival Glass, 2 Spiral Leg rettes are killers—ills a thstorTables (one with glass ball Bon of the facts."
Twenty-five tobacco growers
feet), 1 Lot Rocking Chairs
(all kinds), 1 Lot Cast Kettles from the burley area of the
(Tea, Wash), 1 Lot Smoothing state are the plaintiffs in the
Irons, 2 Power Lawn Mowers. suit, and the attorney said that
Many items too numerous to if other tobacco growers in
other areas— such as dark-leaf
mention.
and flue-cured leaf
MR. & MRS. J. T. PUCKETT want to join the suit raisers—
"we'd wet- ,
469-5605
come them."
MRS. LAVADA MeCLURE
Asked if the associations
469-5610
produce
anti.smoking
(Owners which
Col. Robert Ainley, Auctioneer commercials — such of the
American Cancer
Society-would be named defendants in
CANDY SUPPLY
the action, Odear said that his
ROUTE
plaintiffs' "present Inclination
is to just sue the networks."
Man or woman needed to re"We can prove, we have
stock now type coin thspiensers
statistics," said Odear, "to
with high quality candy Proshow what has happened to the
ducts
income of the burley farmers
through the sale of their cash
WE ARE LOOKING FOR
crop as a result of these adTHE INDIVIDUAL WHO
sertisements."
WILL WORK THIS BUSIN.
MEANT
WAS
IT
LIKE
ESS
TO BE-ONE WHO WANTS
TO BE FINANCIALLY IN,
DEPENDENT--A PERSON
ASPIRING TO EARNINGS
WELL OVER 11,000 PER
MONTH.

s between the
military
defense bas.s or battlefield
units as far apart as England
and Singapore,
The 535-pound, drum-shaped
satellite was designed so it
coull operate in cooperation
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla.
— Britain's first military corr. with B.& military satellite sysmunications satellite orbited the tems.
earth today, maneuvering into
ON THE BEAM: Junk is
position for a critical Sunday
motor firing that is expected to something you keep 10 years
kick it on permanent station and then throw away 10 days
before you need it . . and some
over the Indian Ocean,
launched late Friday, the $5 daffynitions: Debate, angle
million spacecraft named Sky. worms; tangent, lifeguard.—
net is expected to speed secret Bob Boehm.

British Satellite
Orbits Earth

/iY4REL/ABLE USED OAR/
1968 PLYMOUTH Barracuda 2-dr. hardtop,
8, automatic in floor, bucket seats, local,
one-owner car.
1967 FORD LTD 4-dr. hardtop with every
option including stereo and full power;
extra clean, low mileage car we sold
it new.
1967 PONTIAC Firebird hardtop, local, one
owner, a nice car, 6-cyl., bucket seats.
1966 VOLKSWAGEN BUS, deluxe equipment, carries 8 passengers; extra clean.
1966 CHEVROLET Caprice 4-dr. hardtop,
fully equipped; pearl grey with black
vinyl roof; a one-owner Fulton car.
1966 FORD LTD 4-dr. hardtop, full power
and air; white with wine upholstery;
one-owner, Fulton car.
1966 FORD 4-dr. sedan, extra clean; white
with red el-vinyl interior; factory air.
1966 MUSTANG 2-dr. hardtop,8-cyL this car
is extra clean with black luxury interior; candy-apple red.

Varden Ford Sales
Middle Road

Fulton

472-1621

Y WAY YOU CUT IT ,
You'll Have A Bigger Slice Of
Extra value when you Trade
Cars at Taylor Chevrolet - Buick.
We have the Cars and we need
to trade. Try Us and be convinced...Today.

Tobacco lirowers
To Sue Networks

1968 BUICK ELECTRA 225 4-door hardtop, Tennessee title; blue with white vinyl top; fully equipped.
1969 BUICK LeSABRE 4-dr. sedan; green with green

HERE ARE A FEW!

Beatles' Guru
Investigated
By Government

We haw e muted number of
Position, weldable in this area
Both port time and full tinse
We require wichange of refer'
ences before an interview is
granted. You need at least
81,950 to $),750 cash, which
is only for suPPII. ond equip"
mont
Write, going phone number, to
Distributor Director,
Dept. W
SAY South 2nd West
Salt Lake City. titan 84101

NEW DELHI (AP) — The
"guru" of the Beatles and other
personalities, Maharishi Mahash Yogi, is being investigated
by the Indian government for
allegedly maintaining a bank
account abroad.
Finance Minister P. C. Sethi
told Parliament Tuesday Maharishi has been given a formal
notice asking him to show cause
why he should not be prosecuted
for having an unauthorised account.

vinyl top; Ky. title, air conditioning, ps., ph.

1969 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE 4-door sedan, Tennes-

1969 CHEVY II SS 2-door sedan, Tenn.title; blue with

see title; beige, with brown vinyl top; fully equipped.

black vinyl top, 396 cu-in.375-hp;4-speed 13,000 miles

1968 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE 4-door hard top; Ten-

1969 CHEVROLET 2-ton truck; Tennessee title; 14-

nessee title, beige with vinyl top; fully equipped.

foot bed with hoist.

WE NEED TO TRADE
TAYLOR CHEVROLET-BUICK

INC.

"SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMEN" • • Mike Williams, Warren Tuck, Manus Williams,
Aubrey Taylor, Herm Spraus aml Dan Taylor
307 Highway

Phone 472-2461

Remember The Bout Doak Are "TAYLOR IRADZ"
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CHUCK u.
ROAST

S. CHOICE — BLADE CUT

LB.

U.S. CHOICE

70

LB.

lb.690 SPARE RIBS1 B.690 OYSTERS

ENGLISH CUT

lb.690 PORK STEAKa690 OYSTERS

Frosty Morn Holiday Brand

FRANKS

TENDER

BACON

FROSTY MORN BRAND

390 PORK CUTLETS u.790

12-oz.

lb.
Honey Suckle

SORGHUM 1/2 gal.$149
HYDE PARK

MAYONAISE
E. W. JAMES BRAND

8-oz.

ai.490
590

Too Much For Your Groceries.

DAISY FRESH LB. BOXES

MARGARINE

6o$1

GIANT SIZE 20 x 12 x 3 INCH

BCIX

290

FREE CAN OF PEPSI 12-oz.

Limit "1"

REGOES' 4-oz. CANS

BLACK PEPPER
TUBBY JR. BRAND

COCONUT

*
*
*
*
*

Bag

FRUIT CAKES

29
Each

16-oz. CANS $

0

PRIDE 0

II;LIIN

BANANAS .100 (CA
This Ad Good
From Friday
thru Tuesday,
Nov. 28 thru
December 2

14-oz.

390i
490

HARVEST PRIDE 44-oz.

3 For $1.00

s_b.G9

2F°350

COMPARE OUR PRICES
BEFORE YOU SHOP
ELSEWHERE

Qt.

12 oz

OA
tnijF, LL
I)L.JGURDIGNED

20-oz. Geisha Brand

PUMPKIN

[obit( «, Products

5- FLAVORS

Each

C

Excluding Milk &

57C

STOKELY'S 16-oz.

PASTRIES

25

ASTING PANS 990

-STORE HOURS—
Mos. thru Thurs.
8-7
Friday -.-8-8
Saturday _ 8 - 9
Suday -- 9 - 7

lb.

PINEAPPLE 3'8901

5 -LB. BAG

With this coupon
& S5.00 Purchas?.

LBS.

CRUSHED OR SLICED

TOASTER

LB

4

KRAFT PIZZA

MEAL

FLAVOR KIST

MERIT BRAND

CRACKERS

Plain or Self - Rising

SALAD
DRESSING

and Sons Supermarket, You Are Paying

JAR

I I \

Miracle Whip

If You Are Not Shopping At E. W.James

2

3

SAUSAGE

BOSTON
BUTTS

NU - KRIS SLICED

FROM HAYFIELD

JAR

12-oz. SELECT

TENDER

ROAST

9c

U.S. CHOICE — CENTER CUT

12-oz. STANDARD

FRESH LEAN

ARM ROAST

TEA

CHUCK
ROAST

ILLINOIS

00

for
runit

Atv,

LARGE
SOFT SHELL
NEW CROP

lb.

40***********************************
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

SON
*** E.W.J AMES
SUPER MARKET
AN°

NOTICE
We will DISCONTINUE GIVING QUALITY
STAMPS AFTER DECEMBER 24, 1969. This
is to give you, our customers, the opportunity
to finish filling your stamp books for Christmas. We feel we can give you continued high
quality service at the lowest possible price.

